HYPERDRIVE

- ADVANCED RACING CRAFT (ARC)
- APPROVED FOR ALL PILOTS
- TWIN TAIL CONFIGURATION FOR MAXIMUM STABILITY
- HIGH THRUST SIDE-MOUNTED TURBINES

THE FUTURE OF RACING

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
A NEW DIMENSION IN RACING

TRACK #1: BEGINNER LEVEL
- ORBITAL SPEEDWAY

TRACK #2: ADVANCED LEVEL
- ASTEROID MINE

TRACK #3: EXPERT LEVEL
- DEEP SPACE

SHIP #1
- BEGINNER
- COMPREHENSIVE AUTO PILOT

SHIP #2
- INTERMEDIATE
- HIGH SPEED

SHIP #3
- ADVANCED
- EXTREME ACCELERATION

SHIP #4
- EXPERT
- HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE

CUSTOM DASH PROVIDES TOTAL CONTROL

TWO CABINETS AVAILABLE
- 25" MONITOR (STANDARD)
- 33" MONITOR (DELUXE)
- LINKABLE UP TO FOUR GAMES

VIEW SELECT
- HANDLES TILT TO CONTROL SHIP HEIGHT... STAY LOW FOR SPEED!

HANDLES TILT TO CONTROL SHIP HEIGHT... STAY LOW FOR SPEED!

HILTON LEFT/RIGHT STEERING FOR INTUITIVE CONTROL

THUMB BUTTONS CONTROL FLAPS FOR EASY BANKING

ON-BOARD COMPUTER

IGNITION

26" CABINET: HEIGHT=71"/180cm • WIDTH=30"/76cm • DEPTH=14"/36cm • WEIGHT=502lbs/230kg

33" CABINET: HEIGHT=74"/188cm • WIDTH=33"/84cm • DEPTH=16"/41cm • WEIGHT=547lbs/248kg

HYPERDRIVE

MIDWAY